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4) Cut a 24 inch piece of magnet wire. Use a piece of sandpaper to
remove the lacquer from each end of the wire (about 2 inches).

ELECTRIC MOTOR!
5) Leave 2 1/2” on the wire straight and wrap it
around the dowel 7 1/2 times. This should leave 2
1/2” straight at the end of the wire too.

6) Slide the coil off the dowel—carefully!
Wrap the straight ends of the wire through
and around the coil at least one full turn
(tightly and exactly opposite each other).
The ends should be sticking out in opposite
directions. Like this:

MATERIALS YOU WILL NEED:
> Styrofoam Cup
> D Size Battery
> 2 Jumbo, Uncoated Metal Paperclips

7) Put the magnet on top of the battery—right in the middle.

> Tape

8) Take the coil of wire and put it into the cradle created by the
paperclips. The bare ends of the wire need to make contact with the
paperclips—which will provide a current path through the coil and
make it electromagnetic!

> Large Rubber Band
> Sandpaper
>3/4” Dowel Rod
> 3/4” Disc Magnet
> 24” #20-26 Lacquer-Coated Magnet Wire
(Your parent may have to take you to an
electrical supply store to find this!)
WHAT TO DO:
1)

Tip the cup upside down and tape the battery
securely to the bottom.

2)

Unbend the outer wire of the paperclip to make a
cradle with a leg to suspend the motor coil.

3)

Attach the paperclips to either end of the battery
with the rubber band. Make sure they are secure
so they are not pulled out of place by the magnet.
It is very important that they do not rotate.

You may have to adjust the height of the paperclip cradle
by sliding them up and down (just make sure that the coil
does not touch the magnet). If the coil is balanced properly it will start spinning on its own—if it does not, gently
push the coil to start it spinning. If it still does not start
spinning—check to make sure that all of the Insulation
has been sanded off the wires on either side of the coil.
Also check the balance of the coil in the cradle—make
sure that it is directly in the center and even.

Believe it or not, you’ve just recreated one of my
inventions that allowed us to light the world! My
“Long-Waisted Marianne” was the first efficient
electric generator. And a generator is merely an
engine in reverse! If it were possible to rotate the
coil in the opposite direction, you would actually
recharge the battery!
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